Abstract
Introduction
3D reconstruction is a major problem in computer vision and virtual reality, which aims at recovering accurate objects in 3D space from an image sequence. As a succinct method to this problem, the technique of structure from motion, introduced by Beardsley [1] , has been mentioned in some references [2] [3] [4] and applied to 3D reconstruction and augmented reality [5] [6] . However, the specific algorithm and its accuracy of estimation have not been discussed much. As a simplification, it can be reduced to a general problem of estimating parameters with nonlinear constraints and corrupted measurements, whose accuracy and robustness are always challenged by complicated forms of constraints and inevitable errors in measurements. This paper tries to solve these problems with a method named the PLEV method, based on a combination of Pseudo-Linearization (PL) and Errorsin-Variables (EV) model. Finally, we apply this method to a calibration-free augmented reality system. Calibration-free augmented reality or video-based augmented reality aims at merging virtual objects into an uncalibrated video sequence, where the information we obtain is only a sequence of image. Also, we adopt a standard deviation-expectation criterion to evaluate the performance of this method in our experiments based on both synthetic model and real images.
The pseudo-linearization method has already been used in computer vision, though only rarely under this name [7] . Pseudo-linearizing method can simplify the form of constraints and obtain iterative solution, since the nonlinear constraints are always complicated and have no closed-form solution in some cases. However, the pseudo-linearization is not arbitrary, and should be guaranteed to be convergent in a local area. Otherwise, the EV model, often used in statistics, is introduced into computer vision by Matei and Meer [8] [9] . In this model, all the measurements are supposed to be corrupted by noises and gradually adjusted the criterion in order to eliminate the errors in variables and optimize the estimation. Having recognized the nonlinear constraints and corrupted measurements prevailing in computer vision and augmented reality, these two methods are fitted in these fields with their advantages and could be combined together. Hence, we address a general PLEV method, named after a combination of PL and EV model, to get solution by pseudo-linear singular value decomposition (SVD) and adjust measurements by estimation of errors in variables. As an application, it is used in our experiments of an augmented reality system.
PLEV Method
In computer vision and other fields related with images captured from camera, two common problems are measurements with errors (e.g. coordinates of points in images) and nonlinear forms constraints of parameters (e.g. real conic), where techniques of pseudo-linearization and errors-in-variables model are suitable to be applied.
EV Model
EV model, as described in [8] , concerns a linear form of constraint, denoted as
where x denotes the measurement, θ denotes the parameter to be estimated and Φ denotes the carrier of measurements. In the case of a bunch of measurements, estimation of θ is better to be optimized by the EV model. In this statistics model, all the available measurements are supposed to be corrupted by noises
where io x denotes the true measurement, x C is the covariance matrix of x , i x δ denotes the error of measurement subjected to general and independent probability density with mean µ and covariance
Also, x C has the chance to be assumed as a diagonal matrix, if variables of x are independent and identical distributed (i.i.d.). Due to heteroscedastic noised for carrier Φ , it is also called a HEIV model in [8] .
Under this model, the estimation minimizes an objective function described as
where
is the Lagrange multiplier and
is a weighted coefficient corresponding with each i x . To account for the case of rank deficient covariance matrices, the pseudo inverse denoted with the superscript '+' has to be used in (3) . This objective function includes the sum of squared Mahalanobis semi-distances between a measurement and its unknown true value, and the sum of weighted residual errors caused by every measurement. As an optimum estimation, θ satisfies On the other hand, the estimate around every measurement also obeys
from which we can obtain an approximate estimation of measurement error for each measurement (ignoring quadratic derivative):
With these estimates, the corrupted measurements can be adjusted in the way of statistics under the objective function (3).
PLEV Method
Generally, the constraint has a more complicated form (e.g. the conic) than equation (1) , which may be presented as
It is possible to take β as new parameters to be estimated; thus, this problem is reduced to the same one with (1). However, there are two demerits:
ignoring relationships between members of β and increasing numbers of parameters. A better revision is the pseudo-linearizing constraint, which may be denoted as 0 ) , ( ) , (
where Ψ is a pseudo-linear constraint. In fact, the pseudo-linearization method has already been used in equation (4) . To guarantee solution
from equation (8) is convergent, T ought to be a compressed mapping of θ in a local area, i.e. 1 < ≤ λ T . For equation (8) , this problem could be easily solved by some iterative methods, such as: the quadratic Levenbery-Marquardt (LM) algorithm, and single the value decomposition (SVD) method. LM algorithm has a fast convergence but complicated computation, while SVD method has a simple form of computation but is more easily affected by initial value. A comparison of them will be shown in our experiment. However, if x in equation (8) denotes a bunch of measurements, this problem turns to be a general pseudo-linearized errors-in variables (PLEV) problem. Under this circumstance, the scatter matrix and covariance matrix turn to be (10) and the estimation of measurement error coincides with expression (6) . Furthermore, we also relate k θ and 1 + k θ to ensure the convergence of iteration 1 1 ) 1 (
where α is a parameter set in the interval [0,1].
3D Reconstruction Based on PLEV Method
Major subject of 3D reconstruction is to recover the projective structure and camera motion, after which the recovery of 3D scene can be established. This recovery is almost always based on tracking of features through images and matching them. The features we used come from corners detected by the Harris Corner Detector algorithm and matched under the normalized cross correlation (NNC) criterion [10] . In this case, the 3D reconstruction based on PLEV method has two steps: estimation of the fundamental matrix and recovery of projective structure.
Fundamental Matrix
For uncalibrated images, fundamental matrix, depicting the epipolar geometry between two images, is the only information we can directly obtain from image sequence, which fortunately provides sufficient information required for reconstruction. With a pair of corresponding points from two different images, the fundamental matrix is subjected to the epipolar constraint, denoted as [11] has approached a successful method to obtain F from equation (14), called the eight-point algorithm. Some improvements have been made to optimize the estimation based on linear or nonlinear criteria [13] . And a justifiable one is proposed in [12] , where our method is derived from.
Projective Structure
E In pinhole camera model, perspective projection of camera is always molded by a
where x is a homogeneous coordinate in image, X is the corresponding homogeneous coordinate in 3D scene, K is the intrinsic parameter matrix, R and T are the rotation and translation matrix, '~' denotes that this equality is valid up to a scale factor. Obtaining projective structure is an important task in augmented reality, after which we could reconstruct 3D scene and merge our virtual object into it. This problem is also called self-calibration or autocalibration of camera. Researchers have approached several successful methods to solve this problem [14] . Generally, it is related to the Kruppa equation based on the absolute quadratic [ 
Here we take a bunch of estimated f as pseudo measurements with errors, which is derived from equation (14); thus, this problem turns to be a quadratic errors-in-variables (QEV) problem, which is subjected to our PLEV model. Also, we create an initial value from an iterative LM algorithm which depends less on the initial value. In our method, only two images are required to get a solution of equation (17), based on which, we can recovery these two projective frames and easily reconstruct 3D scene for an augmented reality system.
Performance and Application
In this section, results of application based on both synthetic model and real image sequence will be given to valid the performance of the PLEV method. Although it is far from easy to evaluate a method in 3D reconstruction, we try to establish some criteria to evaluate the estimation and use this method to different cases.
Synthetic Model of 3D Reconstruction
To testify the performance and make a comparison in different cases, we set a synthetic model of cube in the 3D scene. This model is projected on two images with different position and orientation, imitating real perspective projection. It has been pointed out in [8] that the uncertainty of reconstructed point is related much to the position and orientation of two images. If the images are chosen too close to each other, the uncertainties in the image corners lead to a large uncertainty ellipsoid around the reconstructed point. Therefore, the comparison is justifiable till it is made under the same projective frame.
In the recovery, we make a comparison between the singular value decomposition (SVD) method and Levenbery-Marquardt (LM) method in obtaining the initial value of equation (19). As shown in Fig. 1, we give the iterative solution of ) , , , ( Obviously, the two methods get the same convergent speed. It is clear to depict this as these two methods are under the same criterion: total least squares (TLS), however the SVD method has a simple computation form but easily affected by the initial value. 3 shows the original virtual cube model (blue points) and the reconstructed cube (red points). All the three blue cubes are the same; though seem different because of the plotting. The first one (a in Fig. 3) is reconstruction without noise, and it departures the real cube a little because of computation error; the second one (b in Fig. 3 ) is reconstruction with quantization error which departures the real cube a lot; and the third one (c in Fig. 3 ) is reconstruction after the PLEV method is applied, which is adjusted to get close to the real cube.
Application in Augmented Reality
It is challenging but possible to establish accurate augmented reality from an uncelebrated image sequence. Based on these discussions above, we pick some real images from the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) VASC Image Database and our laboratory, and make an application of this method in a calibrationfree augmented reality, merging different virtual cuboids into these images. A good merging of a virtual object to the real environment depends on many factors, such as: detecting of features, matching of features, recovery of structure and establishment of virtual objects. Generally, more good features will lead to better recovery and reconstruction; however good features in some images of our experiments are limited. By far, image matching or registration is still a restriction to 3D reconstruction and augmented reality. Therefore, the result of merging does not wholly stand the performance of an estimation method, but just provides successful a way of application. In Fig. 4 , we embed a virtual box (presented by black lines) into two images of a virtual house, using 19 pairs of features, while in Fig. 5 , we do it (white lines) into an image sequence of some polygon blocks with 24 pairs of features. These two groups of images are obtained from the VASC Image Database without any other information than images. Therefore, in these two placements, an approximate intrinsic parameter K in equation (16) is adopted, since it only provides the information of projective scale. And the reconstruction turns to be a quasi-Euclidean one. 6 shows the result of an augmented reality system based on PLEV method. More features are available to be used as measurements in images of a calibration board. However the images captured by a common camera have serious distortions, which to some extent affect the reconstruction. 
Conclusion
Based on the Errors-in-Variables model and technique of Pseudo-Linearization, we address a general PLEV method in 3D reconstruction, and apply it in an augmented reality system. This approach could also be widely used in augmented reality and computer vision. Taking measurement errors into account, this method optimizes the estimation accurately and diminishes measurement errors that seriously restrict the accuracy of estimation in recovery. As estimation in statistics, this method requires a bunch of measurements and a good initial value. Besides, this method shows a good performance in experiments based on both synthetic model and real images, by which we make an effective application in an augmented reality system.
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